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Journalists in Bangladesh operate in a hostile and

dangerous environment, often facing physical

attacks, threats, legal harassment, and arrests, as

well as censorship and surveillance. Draconian

laws restricting independent journalism continue

to choke press freedom and democracy.

IPI identified at least 30 press freedom violations in a six-month

period between April and September of 2022, which included

cases of physical attacks on journalists, as well as arrests and 

the introduction of restrictive cyber regulations.
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On April 13, journalist Mohiuddin Sarkar Nayeem

was shot and killed near the Bangladesh-India

border by alleged drug traffickers. He had

previously reported on drug trafficking in the area.

On July 7 journalist Hasibur Rahman Rubel,

working for the daily newspaper Dainik Kushtiar

Khobor, was found dead in western Bangladesh

after going missing. The journalist’s family said

Rubel was deliberately killed for his work as a

reporter. 

Two journalists were killed in Bangladesh in the

six-month period between April and September.

There was an alarming number of physical

attacks on journalists during this period (24) —

many of which involved journalists who were

victims of mob violence. In April, at least five

journalists were attacked and violently beaten by

mobs at a market. In July two journalists were 

assaulted by seven individuals while reporting on

corruption in the purchase of medical equipment.

In September, two journalists were assaulted by

more than a dozen government employees.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/2/2/bangladesh-bought-surveillance-equipment-from-israeli-company
https://www.thedailystar.net/news/bangladesh/news/choking-the-lifeblood-democracy-3184281?fbclid=IwAR1tbdtvPaUh-prwfhbY9LxvwT0inZYjnGnVO21AuaYXgTNDoByIWUvMyq0
https://ipi.media/deaths/mohiuddin-sarkar-nayeem-bangladesh/
https://en.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/local-news/case-filed-over-journo-mohiuddin-murder-4-arrested
https://ipi.media/bangladesh-journalist-hasibur-rahman-rubel-found-dead-days-after-going-missing/
https://newsbeezer.com/bangladesh/the-murder-of-journalist-rubel-was-premeditated-the-family-claims/
https://bdnews24.com/bangladesh/2022/04/19/journalists-attacked-ambulance-vandalised-during-clash-at-new-market
https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2022/08/02/7-detained-for-assaulting-journalists-in-dhaka
https://www.thedailystar.net/news/bangladesh/crime-justice/news/report-office-timings-2-journos-attacked-bmda-staffers-3111951


At least three journalists were charged under

the Digital Services Act (DSA), which has been

used to target hundreds of journalists since it

was introduced in 2018.
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The  2018 Digital Services Act (DSA) gives the Bangladesh

government broad powers to silence critics and journalists,

especially online. Under the DSA, authorities may arrest and search

anyone and seize any equipment on suspicion that a crime has

been committed using social media. Numerous provisions limit the

ability to be granted bail, allowing authorities to hold those

arrested under the DSA indefinitely.

Restrictive legislation: During this monitoring

period, the government proposed restrictive

new measures for digital and OTT platforms

that would further stifle press freedom. The

draft regulations would prohibit digital and

social media platforms from displaying

content threatening the "unity, integrity,

defense, security, or sovereignty of

Bangladesh" and content that could be

deemed critical of the national anthem or flag.

It would also require intermediaries, such as

WhatsApp and Signal, to enable traceability

and the identification of any suspects deemed

to be violating the guidelines outlined in the

draft regulations.

https://carnegieendowment.org/2021/12/09/how-bangladesh-s-digital-security-act-is-creating-culture-of-fear-pub-85951
https://www.theweek.in/news/world/2019/05/02/press-freedom-under-serious-threat-from-governments-worldwide-ipi.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/international/bangladeshi-tech-law-would-gag-journalists-embed-authoritarianism-122050200257_1.html
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IPI did not identify any reported violations

affecting female journalists during this

monitoring period. This likely reflects the extent

to which attacks against female journalists go

unreported.
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IPI monitors and collects data on

press freedom violations in

Bangladesh as part of an ongoing 

cross-border project that brings

together partner media outlets in

India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and

Nepal to create public awareness

about attacks on journalists and

highlight the erosion of press

freedom across South Asia.

To report a violation: 

info@ipi.media

JOURNALISTS KILLED

Mohiuddin Sarkar Nayeem 

On April 13,  journalist Mohiuddin

Sarkar Nayeem was shot and killed

near the Bangladesh-India border

by alleged drug traffickers. He had

previously reported on drug

trafficking in the area.

Hasibur Rahman Rubel 

On July 7 journalist Hasibur

Rahman Rubel, who worked for

the daily newspaper Dainik

Kushtiar Khobor, was found dead

in western Bangladesh after going

missing. The journalist’s family said

Rubel was deliberately killed for his

work as a reporter

http://ipi.media/ipi-launches-cross-border-cooperation-in-south-asia-on-safety-of-journalists/#.
mailto:info@ipi.media
https://ipi.media/deaths/mohiuddin-sarkar-nayeem-bangladesh/
https://en.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/local-news/case-filed-over-journo-mohiuddin-murder-4-arrested
https://ipi.media/bangladesh-journalist-hasibur-rahman-rubel-found-dead-days-after-going-missing/
https://newsbeezer.com/bangladesh/the-murder-of-journalist-rubel-was-premeditated-the-family-claims/

